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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Samara Square development is located on a partially developed parcel of land at the
northwest portion of the Village of Richmond, City of Ottawa. The site was partially developed
in 2010 as the Hyde Park Senior Development. The senior development, which would provide
various levels of independent and assisted living for seniors, was never completed or occupied.
The site has a municipal address of 6143 Perth Street and consists of a 56,413 m2 (13.94 ac)
parcel of land. The Site Plan for the Samara Square development proposes the property to be
constructed as Phase 2 consisting of three subphases. Substantial completion is expected by the
year 2023. The development will comprise of two buildings which would provide 35 rental
apartment units and 124 senior retirement units plus a small commercial/retail component. The
site will have a total of two access points onto Talos Circle. The Transportation Impact Study
will also include future development (Phase 3) adjacent to the north limit of the site. Phase 3
will consist of eight apartment buildings, each with 14 units for a total of 112 additional
apartment units. The location of the site is shown in Figure 1.1.
The owners of the property have retained the firm of D. J. Halpenny & Associates Ltd. to prepare
a transportation assessment study report in support of an application for an Official Plan
Amendment and Zoning By-Law Amendment for the land. The study will address the impact of
site related trips on the adjacent roads following the completion of Phase 2 of the development,
which will also include the trips from the future units in Phase 3. The study will determine the
operation of the intersection of Perth Street and Nixon Farm Drive and recommend
modifications if required due to the development of the site.
1.1

Scope of Work

The scope of the traffic study is to determine the volume of trips generated by the completion of
the site, and examine the operation of the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection prior to development
and following the development of the total site (Phase 2 and Phase 3). The number of residential
units and expected volume of site generated trips would trigger the preparation of a
Transportation Impact Study (TIS) report as documented in the City of Ottawa Transportation
Impact Assessment Guidelines. Although the site would be developed in phases, the TIS report
will examine the site at the completion of all phases of Phase 2 which is expected by the year
2023. The analysis will also include the expected future trips from Phase 3. The traffic analysis
will be completed for the existing 2015 traffic counts at the Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
intersection, for the intersection at total development of the site in 2023, and at the year 2028
which represents five years beyond build out of the site. The time period for the study will be
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FIGURE 1.1
SITE LOCATION PLAN
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taken as the weekday peak AM and PM hours of the adjacent streets which is when both the
development and the background traffic on the adjacent streets would be the highest. The study
will include in the future background traffic plus the trips generated by the proposed Western
Development Lands and Village of Richmond subdivision at the west limit of Richmond as
documented in the Transportation Brief reports prepared by the developments.
The Transportation Impact Study will further examine the impact of the “change of use” from
the original Hyde Park Senior Development to the proposed Samara Square residential apartment
development. The impact will comprise of the number of site generated trips and the impact at
the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection.

2.

ADJACENT ROADWAYS AND INTERSECTIONS

The development is located on the east side of Talos Circle with site accesses directly onto the
street. Talos Circle is a local urban street which currently serves the residential homes in the
vicinity which are either completed or under construction. Talos Circle has a pavement width of
8.5 m and will provide a sidewalk along the east side of the road adjacent to the site.
The south end of Talos Circle intersects Cedarstone Street. Cedarstone Street is an 8.5 m wide
urban local street with a sidewalk along the south side of the road.
Nixon Farm Drive is a local street which links Cedarstone Street and Talos Circle with Perth
Street. Nixon Farm Drive has a pavement width of 8.5 m with no pedestrian sidewalks. Nixon
Farm Drive provides access to the residential homes to the north, and to the existing shopping
centre (Richmond Shopping Centre) at the northeast corner of Nixon Farm Drive and Perth
Street. There is no posted speed limit or parking restrictions along the street.
Perth Street (Ottawa Road 10) is a four lane undivided road running east-west through
Richmond. The road is designated in the Ottawa 20/20 – Transportation Master Plan (TMP) as
an arterial road. The Perth Street cross section reduces to a two lane rural roadway
approximately 460 m west of Nixon Farm Drive. The posted speed along the road is 50 km./h.
There are sidewalks along both sides of the road. There are no cycling lanes or facilities along
the road, but Perth Street is identified in the TMP as a spine route in the Cycling Network.
Traffic from the site and surrounding subdivision would access Perth Street at the Perth/Nixon
Farm intersection. Perth Street would form the eastbound and westbound approaches, Nixon
Farm Drive the southbound approach, and Fowler Street the northbound approach. The
intersection is controlled by two phase traffic signals with an actuated phase at the northbound
and southbound approaches. The intersection has the following lane configuration:
Eastbound Perth Street Approach -

One shared left/through lane
One shared through/right lane
Westbound Perth Street Approach One shared left/through lane
One shared through/right lane
Northbound Fowler Street Approach - One shared left/through right lane
Southbound Nixon Farm Dr. Approach - One left turn lane (25 m of vehicular storage)
One shared through/right lane
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Figure 2.1 shows the weekday traffic counts taken by the City of Ottawa on August 12, 2015 at
the Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler) intersection. The peak AM hour occurred between 7:00 - 8:00
and the peak PM hour between 4:15 - 5:15. Exhibit 1 in the Appendix presents the traffic counts.

3.

PROPOSED SAMARA SQUARE

The Samara Square development is part of a larger parcel of land which has a municipal address
of 6143 Perth Street. The site is 56,413 m2 (13.94 ac) in size and is located on the site of the
former Hyde Park Senior Development. The senior development would have provided various
levels of independent and assisted living for seniors, and address the medical and recreational
needs of residents within the development. Construction of the Hyde Park Senior development
was started in 2010 but stopped before completion. The owner of the Samara Square
development has taken over the property and has proposed to develop the lands as rental
apartments and senior retirement units. The zoning of the lands currently support the original
senior development, which would require the site to be rezoned from “Rural Institutional” (RI) to
“Residential –Third Density” (VM3) in order to allow the full development of the site.
The Site Plan proposes that Phase 2A will comprise of 35 rental apartments, Phase 2B providing
124 senior apartment units, and Phase 2C a 454 m2 commercial/retail use with two access points
onto Talos Circle. The site will provide 155 below grade and surface parking spaces which will
include visitor and barrier free spaces. Phase 2 would provide storage for 82 bicycles on the site.
Phase 3 is a future development located at the north end of the property. For the purpose of the
analysis, Phase 3 would comprise of 8 buildings each with 14 units for a total of 112 apartment
units. Phase 3 would have access onto Talos Circle which would be separate from Phases 2.
The total Phase 2 development is expected to be completed and substantially occupied by the
year 2023. Figure 3.1 shows a conceptual site plan of the development. Table 3.1 provides an
inventory of the size and uses for each phase of the Samara Square development.

TABLE 3.1
SITE INVENTORY
LAND USE
PHASE 2A – Apartment Units

BUILDING AREA
3,421 m2

36,825 ft2

PHASE 3 – Apartment Units
PHASE 2B – Retirement Apartments
PHASE 2C – Commercial/Retail

UNITS
35
112

8,619 m2

92,774 ft2

454 m2

4,920 ft2

124
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Trip Generation

The Transportation Impact Study for the Samara Square development will examine the number
of site generated trips and the impact of the trips at full development of the site (Phases 2 and 3).
The trips from the proposed development were determined from the statistical data published in
the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) document, Trip Generation, 9th Edition. Table
3.2 provides the trip generation rates and the applicable ITE Land Use category and code for the
weekday peak AM and PM hour of the adjacent street traffic. The commercial/retail use in
Phase 2C assumed the gross floor area to be evenly split between a hair salon and coffee shop
use which would be appropriate for the development which is within a residential subdivision
and not along a main street. The trip generation rates were determined utilizing the fitted curve
equations for the rental and senior apartment use and average trip rate for the commercial/retail
use.
TABLE 3.2
TRIP GENERATION RATES
TRIP GENERATION RATE
BUILDING USE

ITE LAND USE
Peak AM Hr.

Peak PM Hr.

PHASE 2A & 3
Residential Apartments

Apartments – ITE 220

0.58 T/DU

0.77 T/DU

PHASE 2B
Retirement Apartments

Senior Adult Housing Attached – ITE 252

0.20 T/DU

0.25 T/DU

PHASE 2C
Hair Salon
Coffee Shop

Hair Salon – ITE 918
Coffee/Donut Shop – ITE 936

1.21 T/1000/ft2
108.38 T/1000/ft2

1.45 T/1000/ft2
40.75 T/1000/ft2

The number of site generated trips utilized the trip rates of Table 3.2 and the proportion of trips
entering and exiting the site as documented in the ITE manual. The study has reduced the
number of trips for the hair salon and coffee shop use by 80 percent which would account for
internal trips within the development and adjacent subdivision. A similar reduction would be
expected for any assumed commercial/retail use which would be servicing the residents of the
subdivision and immediate area. Table 3.3 presents the expected site generated trips.
The Western Development Lands and Village of Richmond subdivision at the west limit of
Richmond are expected to be completed by the year 2023. With this new development, regular
OC Transpo bus service is expected to be provided within the Village of Richmond to
accommodate the anticipated trips generated by the subdivisions. The City of Ottawa
Transportation Master Plan 2013 has identified the 2011 peak morning period as having a transit
share of 22.4%, with a share expected at 26.0% at the year 2031. Typically transit use in rural
areas is not expected to be as high as the urban areas of Ottawa, therefore the Transportation
Impact Study analysis has applied a 15% transit share reduction to the site generated trips to
account for shared trips with public transit. The reduction was applied only to the trips from the
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apartment land uses. Table 3.3 shows the expected number of weekday peak AM and PM hour
site generated trips for the development which will travel outside the immediate community to
Perth Street and then to areas within and beyond the Village of Richmond.

TABLE 3.3
PEAK HOUR SITE TRIPS GENERATED
WEEKDAY PEAK AM HR.

WEEKDAY PEAK PM HR.

TOTAL

ENTER

EXIT

TOTAL

ENTER

EXIT

Apartments (220)

85

17 (20%)

68 (80%)

133

86 (65%)

47 (35%)

Retirement Apartments (252)

25

9 (34%)

16 (66%)

31

17 (54%)

14 (46%)

Hair Salon (918)

3

3 (100%)

0 (0%)

4

1 (17%)

3 (83%)

Coffee Shop (936)

267

136 (51%)

131 (49%)

100

50 (50%)

50 (50%)

15% Apartment Transit Share

-17

-4

-13

-25

-16

-9

Total Site Trips

363

161

202

243

138

105

80% Retail Trip Reduction

-216

-111

-105

-83

-41

-42

Trips To Perth/Nixon Farm

147

50

97

160

97

63

UNIT TYPE

3.2

Trip Distribution

The study analysis has assumed that all of the trips to destinations outside the immediate
subdivision would travel along Perth Street. Trips to/from Perth Street would travel along Talos
Circle, Cedarstone Street, and Nixon Farm Drive. The distribution of trips along Perth Street
was determined from traffic counts taken at the Perth/Nixon Farm and Perth/Rochelle
intersections. The counts would determine the proportion of eastbound and westbound Perth
Street trips made by residents of the existing subdivisions. The directional distribution was also
compared to that determined in the traffic studies for the Western Development Lands by
Mattamy Homes and the Village of Richmond development by Caivan Communities.
The site generated trips were proportioned along Perth Street to the following distribution for
both the weekday peak AM and PM hours:
Phases 2 & 3
To/From the east along Perth St.
To/From the west along Perth St.

70%
30%

Figure 3.2 shows the expected distribution of site trips for the total development (Phases 2 & 3)
during the weekday peak AM and PM hours.
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TRANSPORTATION IMPACT

The study area for the Samara Square Transportation Impact Study is confined to the number of
trips generated by the site, and the operation of the intersection of Perth Street and Nixon Farm
Drive. The analysis would be conducted for the expected traffic during the weekday peak AM
and PM hours.
The analysis will use the Highway Capacity Software, which utilizes the intersection capacity
analysis procedure as documented in the Highway Capacity Manual. The analysis will examine
the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection for the existing 2015 traffic counts, at build out in 2023, and
in 2028 which represents five years beyond the completion of the Samara Square development.
For a signalized intersection, the operation or level of service of an intersection is determined
from the volume to capacity ratio (v/c) for each lane movement as documented by the City of
Ottawa in the Transportation Impact Study Assessment Guidelines, October 2006. The
following relates the level of service with the volume to capacity ratio at each lane movement.
LEVEL OF SERVICE
Level of Service A
Level of Service B
Level of Service C
Level of Service D
Level of Service E
Level of Service F

4.1

VOLUME TO CAPACITY RATIO
0 to 0.60
0.61 to 0.70
0.71 to 0.80
0.81 to 0.90
0.91 to 1.00
> 1.00

Background Traffic Volumes

The background traffic volumes along the surrounding roads would represent the expected traffic
volumes which would not include the expected trips from the proposed Samara Square
development. The growth in background traffic was determined from the following:
1. Traffic studies for the expected trips from the Western Development Lands and Village
of Richmond subdivision which are located west of the Village of Richmond. The
additional subdivision traffic from the two developments was determined using Figure 8,
“2023 Future Traffic” and Figure 10, “2028 Ultimate Traffic”, from the Western
Development Lands, Transportation Brief, prepared by Stantec dated March 2012 which
included the trips from the Village of Richmond subdivision. The traffic from the figures
was applied to the eastbound and westbound through movements along Perth Street.
2. The study accounted for the proposed development at the intersection of Perth Street and
Rochelle Drive as documented on the Richmond Oaks Health Centre, Transportation
Brief, prepared by D. J. Halpenny & Associates Ltd. dated June 16, 2016.
3. The existing traffic to/from Nixon Farm Drive and Fowler Street was increased at an
annual compounded rate of 2 percent to account for the increase in background traffic in
the immediate area of the proposed Samara Square development.
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4. The study has also accounted for the expected trips from 60 single family homes along
Talos Circle and Nixon Farm Drive which were not completed at the time the City
conducted traffic counts at the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection in 2015.
Figure 4.1 shows the expected 2023 background traffic volumes (excluding the expected trips
from the proposed Samara Square development) and Figure 4.2 the 2028 background traffic.
4.2

Total Traffic Volumes

The expected 2023 and 2028 total weekday peak AM and PM hour traffic volumes were
determined by the addition of the expected site trips from the proposed Samara Square
development which are shown in Figure 3.2, and the 2023 and 2028 background traffic shown in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The result is the expected total traffic volumes which will be
examined in the study. The 2023 total traffic is shown in Figure 4.3 and the 2028 total traffic in
Figure 4.4.
4.3

Traffic Analysis – Perth/Nixon Farm Intersection

The Transportation Impact Study has determined the expected total number of site generated
trips, and the number of site trips which would utilize the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection to travel
outside the immediate area. The traffic analysis has examined the signalized intersection of
Perth/Nixon Farm using the 2015 traffic counts, and the expected traffic at the years 2023 and
2028 which includes the trips from the site. The analysis would be for the weekday peak AM
and PM hours of the adjacent street traffic and would utilize the existing intersection lane
configuration and traffic signal timing plan. The intersection has two eastbound and westbound
Perth Street approaches each consisting of a shared left/through and shared right/through lane, a
southbound Nixon Farm Drive approach with an exclusive left turn lane and shared through/right
lane, and a northbound Fowler Street approach with a shared left/through/right lane.
The operational analysis for the 2015 traffic counts (Figure 2.1) determined that for all lane
movements, the intersection would function at a Level of Service (LoS) “A” during both the
peak AM and PM hours. Table 4.1 summarizes the operation of the intersection with the
analysis sheets provided in the Appendix as Exhibit 2 for the 2015 peak AM hour and Exhibit 3
for the peak PM hour.
For the expected traffic at the year 2023, which assumes full development of the Samara Square
site and surrounding lands including the Western Development Lands and Village of Richmond
subdivision, all movements at the northbound, southbound and westbound approaches would
function at a LoS “A” and the eastbound Perth Street approach at a LoS “B” during the peak AM
hour. During the peak PM hour the northbound and southbound approaches would function at a
LoS “A”, the eastbound left/through movement at a LoS “B” and the eastbound through/right
movement at a LoS “A”, and the westbound Perth Street approach at a LoS “C”. Table 4.1
summarizes the operation of the intersection with the analysis work sheets provided as Exhibit 4
and Exhibit 5.
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FIGURE 4.1
YEAR 2023 WEEKDAY PEAK AM AND PM HOUR BACKGROUND TRAFFIC
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FIGURE 4.2
YEAR 2028 WEEKDAY PEAK AM AND PM HOUR BACKGROUND TRAFFIC
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TABLE 4.1
PERTH ST. AND NIXON FARM DR. INTERSECTION – LoS & v/c Ratio

Intersection Approach

WEEKDAY PEAK AM HOUR
YEAR 2015 2023 (2028)

WEEKDAY PEAK PM HOUR
YEAR 2015 2023 (2028)

LoS

v/c Ratio

LoS

v/c Ratio

EB Left/Through – Perth Street

A B (B)

0.148 0.632 (0.652)

A B (B)

0.129 0.627 (0.686)

EB Through/Right – Perth Street

A B (B)

0.152 0.649 (0.668)

A A (A)

0.130 0.518 (0.544)

WB Left/Through – Perth Street

A A (A)

0.086 0.273 (0.284)

A C (C)

0.223 0.754 (0.783)

WB Through/Right – Perth Street

A A (A)

0.089 0.283 (0.294)

A C (C)

0.230 0.776 (0.803)

NB Left/Through/Right – Fowler St.

A A (A)

0.120 0.084 (0.091)

A A (A)

0.124 0.095 (0.107)

SB Left – Nixon Farm Drive

A A (A)

0.083 0.478 (0.489)

A A (A)

0.089 0.339 (0.351)

SB Through/Right – Nixon Farm Drive

A A (A)

0.032 0.221 (0.219)

A A (A)

0.175 0.257 (0.271)

At the year 2028, which represents five years beyond the completion of the Samara Square
development, the intersection would operate at an acceptable level of service during the peak
AM hour with the northbound, southbound and westbound approaches functioning at a LoS “A”
and eastbound approach at a LoS “B”. During the peak PM hour the northbound and southbound
approaches would function at a LoS “A”, the eastbound left/through movement at a LoS “B” and
eastbound through/right movement at a LoS “A”, and the westbound Perth Street approach at a
LoS “C”. Table 4.1 summarizes the operation of the intersection with the analysis work sheets
provided as Exhibit 6 for the peak AM hour and Exhibit 7 for the peak PM hour.
The traffic signals operate at a signal cycle of 80 seconds with the 2023 and 2028 analysis
utilizing the current signal timing plan. The southbound Nixon Farm Drive exclusive left turn
lane provides approximately 25 m of vehicular storage. For the 2028 southbound left turn
movement and a cycle length of 100 seconds, the required vehicular storage would be 32 m for
the peak AM hour traffic and 22 m for the peak PM hour traffic.
Following the development of the Samara Square site, the intersection of Perth Street and Nixon
Farm Drive would operate at an acceptable level of service. The proposed development would
not trigger any requirement for intersection modifications. The length of vehicular storage for
the southbound Nixon Farm Drive left turn lane would be sufficient for the expected Phase 2
trips at the year 2028. The length of storage should be further examined at the Site Plan
Application stage for Phase 3.
4.4

Transportation Demand Management (TDM)

The City of Ottawa is implementing Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures as a
plan to reduce peak hour traffic along the City’s transportation network. The site comprises of a
mix of residential apartment and senior apartment units, with a small commercial/retail
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component. The Site Plan does serve the principals of TDM by locating the site in close
proximity to a shopping plaza and the village core which would be accessible by both
pedestrians and cyclists. The following will list the facilities which would reduce the volumes of
peak hour vehicular traffic:
1. The commercial/retail component of the site would provide services to both the residents
of the Samara Square development and to the surrounding residential area. With many of
the trips to the commercial/retail use being internal to the site and adjacent
neighbourhood, the use would generate fewer vehicular trips onto the major streets and
intersections within Richmond and other municipalities.
2. The senior apartment use would generate a lower number of peak hour trips for the same
number of units as a rental apartment use. Senior trips are also generally more local in
nature which would result in the senior apartment use producing a lower impact on the
adjacent roads and intersections.
3. Pedestrian sidewalks exist or are proposed along Talos Circle, Cedarstone Street and a
portion of Nixon Farm Drive (along the frontage of the proposed residential housing) to
the Richmond Shopping Centre at the corner of the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection. The
sidewalks would provide safe pedestrian movement to the shopping centre and transit
stops at Perth Street.
4. OC Transpo Route 283 travels along Perth Street during peak AM and PM hours
providing service between Munster and downtown Ottawa. The eastbound and
westbound bus stops are located at the intersection of Perth Street and Nixon Farm Drive.
OC Transpo also provides Route 301 which makes one trip in each direction on Mondays
between Richmond and the Carlingwood shopping centre which would be of benefit for
seniors. At the completion of the development in 2023, it is expected that the Western
Development Lands and the Village of Richmond subdivision would be completed and
regular transit routes may be provided. Any additional transit routes would likely travel
along Perth Street through Richmond and would be available to residents of the Samara
Square development.
5. Perth Street is designated as a spine route in the Cycling Network of the City of Ottawa
Transportation Master Plan. There are presently no cycling lanes along Perth Street, but
bicycles can share the road with motor vehicles and cycle throughout the residential
neighbourhood to the site. The Site Plan will provide bicycle storage racks on the site.
4.5

Site Comparison with the Original Land Use

The site was originally proposed as the Hyde Park Senior development. The development was to
consist of a mixture of senior apartments, retirement residence, medical clinic, day nursery and
community centre. The land was zoned to support the proposed land use, and the City of Ottawa
approved the Site Plan Application for the development. D. J. Halpenny & Associates Ltd.
prepared a Transportation Impact Study report dated January 21, 2009 in support of the
development. Table 4.2 provides a comparison of the number of peak hour site generated trips
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for the total development of both the Hyde Park and proposed Phases 2 and 3 of the Samara
Square developments.
TABLE 4.2
COMPARISON OF TRIPS BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL & PROPOSED LAND USES
WEEKDAY PEAK AM HR.

WEEKDAY PEAK PM HR.

LAND USE
TOTAL

ENTER

EXIT

TOTAL

ENTER

EXIT

Hyde Park Senior Development

48

25

23

89

44

45

Samara Square Development
Trips to Perth/Nixon Farm Intersection

363
147

161
50

202
97

243
160

138
97

105
63

Table 4.2 shows that the Samara Square development generates many trips which are attributed
mainly to the coffee shop use, but the number of site trips to/from destinations outside the
neighbourhood is substantially reduced since many patrons may be from the apartment/senior
complex or adjacent housing and would walk to the coffee shop. Table 4.2 further shows that
the proposed Samara Square development (Phases 2 & 3) when compared to the Hyde Park
development increases the number of trips outside the neighbourhood (through the Perth/Nixon
Farm intersection) by approximately 310 percent during the peak AM hour and by 80 percent
during the peak PM hour. The Perth/Nixon Farm intersection would operate at an acceptable
level of service following the completion of both land development scenarios.

5.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Samara Square development is located along the east side of Talos Circle in the Village of
Richmond. The development has a municipal address of 6143 Perth Street, with a total lot area
of 56,413 m2 (13.94 ac). The site is proposed to be developed to provide 147 rental apartment
units (Phases 2 & 3), 124 senior apartment units, and a small commercial/retail component. The
development would have direct access onto Talos Circle, and would be located approximately
570 m along local streets from the intersection of Perth Street and Nixon Farm Drive. The
development will be constructed in phases with the completion of the Phase 2 portion expected
by the year 2023. The Transportation Impact Study report has been prepared in support of an
application for an Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-Law Amendment for the land.
The Transportation Impact Study has determined the number of site generated trips from the site
during the weekday peak AM and PM hour, and the operation of the Perth/Nixon Farm
intersection utilizing the 2015 traffic counts, and the expected traffic at the years 2023 and 2028
following the development of the site. The findings and recommendations of the study are
summarized in the following:
1) The trip generation analysis determined that the total development would generate 363
new trips during the peak AM hour, and 243 new trips during the peak PM hour. The
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study has assumed the commercial/retail component to comprise of a hair salon and
coffee shop. These uses, or any other commercial/retail use, are expected to generate
trips which are internal to the site or from the immediate neighbourhood to the site. A
large percentage of the patrons of the coffee shop are expected to be from the apartments
on site or adjacent housing and would not use vehicles to travel to the site. The expected
number of trips which would travel through to the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection which
was analyzed in the study would be 147 trips during the peak AM hour and 160 trips
during the peak PM hour (Table 3.3).
2) The traffic analysis for 2023 and 2028 has assumed full development of the Western
Development Lands (1,100 housing units) and the Village of Richmond subdivision
(1,000 housing units) which are located at the west limit of Richmond. The background
traffic was determined from the Western Development Lands Transportation Brief,
March 2012, prepared by Stantec.
3) The 2023 and 2028 operational analysis of the intersection of Perth Street and Nixon
Farm Drive (Fowler Street) determined that the intersection currently operates at an
acceptable level of service utilizing the 2015 traffic counts, and would continue to
operate at an acceptable level of service following the completion of the site at the years
2023 and 2028. Total development of Phase 2 of the Samara Square site would not result
in the requirement for modifications to the Perth/Nixon Farm intersection. Following the
design of Phase 3 and preparation of the Site Plan Application, the amount of vehicular
storage at the southbound Nixon Farm Drive left turn lane should be examined to
determine if the left turn lane should be lengthened to provide additional vehicular
storage.
4) The number of site generated trips for the Samara Square development was compared to
the original proposed use as the Hyde Park Senior Development. The comparison
determined that the Samara Square development would generate an increase in trips of
approximately 310 percent during the peak AM hour and 80 percent additional trips
during the peak PM hour to/from destinations outside the neighbourhood. The
intersection of Perth Street and Nixon Farm Drive would operate at an acceptable level of
service for both the Samara Square and Hyde Park development proposals and both
proposals would not trigger the requirement for intersection modifications.
5) The Transportation Impact Study Check List is provided in the Appendix as Exhibit 8.

Prepared by:

David J. Halpenny, M. Eng., P. Eng.
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APPENDIX
TRAFFIC COUNTS – Perth Street and Nixon Farm Drive (Fowler Street)
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS WORK SHEETS
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT STUDY – CHECK LIST
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EXHIBIT 1
WEEKDAY TRAFFIC COUNTS (August 12, 2015) – Perth/Nixon Farm
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EXHIBIT 2
2015 PEAK AM HOUR EXISTING TRAFFIC – Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
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EXHIBIT 3
2015 PEAK PM HOUR EXISTING TRAFFIC – Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
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EXHIBIT 4
2023 PEAK AM HOUR TOTAL TRAFFIC – Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
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EXHIBIT 5
2023 PEAK PM HOUR TOTAL TRAFFIC – Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
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EXHIBIT 6
2028 PEAK AM HOUR TOTAL TRAFFIC – Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
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EXHIBIT 7
2028 PEAK PM HOUR TOTAL TRAFFIC – Perth/Nixon Farm (Fowler)
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EXHIBIT 8
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT STUDY – CHECK LIST
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